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The Scope and Purpose of a Home Inspection
Purchasing property involves risk

The purpose of a home inspection is to help reduce the risk associated with the purchase of a
structure by providing a professional opinion about the overall condition of the structure. A home
inspection is a limited visual inspection and it cannot eliminate this risk. Some homes present more
risks than others. We cannot control this, but we try to help educate you about what we don’t know
during the inspection process. This is more di�cult to convey in a report and one of many reasons why
we recommend that you attend the inspection.

A home inspection is not an insurance policy

This report does not substitute for or serve as a warranty or guarantee of any kind. Home warranties
can be purchased separately from insuring �rms that provide this service.

A home inspection is visual and not destructive

The descriptions and observations in this report are based on a visual inspection of the structure. We
inspect the aspects of the structure that can be viewed without dismantling, damaging or dis�guring
the structure and without moving furniture and interior furnishings. Areas that are concealed, hidden
or inaccessible to view are not covered by this inspection. Some systems cannot be tested during this
inspection as testing risks damaging the building. For example, over�ow drains on bathtubs are
generally not tested because if they were found to be leaking they could damage the �nishes below.
Our procedures involve non-invasive investigation and non-destructive testing which will limit the
scope of the inspection.

This is not an inspection for code compliance

This inspection and report are not intended for city / local code compliance. During the construction
process structures are inspected for code compliance by municipal inspectors. Framing is open at this
time and conditions can be fully viewed. Framing is not open during inspections of �nished homes, and
this limits the inspection. All houses fall out of code compliance shortly after they are built, as the
codes continually change. National codes are augmented at least every three years for all of the
varying disciplines. Municipalities can choose to adopt and phase in sections of the codes on their own
timetables. There are generally no requirements to bring older homes into compliance unless
substantial renovation is being done.

This is just our opinion

Construction techniques and standards vary. There is no one way to build a house or install a system in
a house. The observations in this report are the opinions of the home inspector. Other inspectors and
contractors are likely to have some di�ering opinions. You are welcome to seek opinions from other
professionals.

The scope of this inspection



This inspection will include the following systems: exterior, roof, structure, drainage, foundation, attic,
interior, plumbing, electrical and heating. The evaluation will be based on limited observations that are
primarily visual and non-invasive. This inspection and report are not intended to be technically
exhaustive.

Your expectations

The overall goal of a home inspection is to help ensure that your expectations are appropriate with the
house you are proposing to buy. To this end we assist with discovery by showing and documenting
observations during the home inspection. This should not be mistaken for a technically exhaustive
inspection designed to uncover every defect with a building. Such inspections are available but they
are generally cost-prohibitive to most homebuyers.

Your participation is requested

Your presence is requested during this inspection. A written report will not substitute for all the
possible information that can be conveyed verbally by a shared visual observation of the conditions of
the property.

How to Read This Report
Getting the Information to You

This report is designed to deliver important and technical information in a way that is easy for anyone
to access and understand. If you are in a hurry, you can take a quick look at our "Summary Page” and
quickly get critical information for important decision making. However, we strongly recommend that
you take the time to read the full Report, which includes digital photographs, captions, diagrams,
descriptions, videos and hot links to additional information.

The best way to get the layers of information that are presented in this report is to read your report
online, which will allow you to expand your learning about your house. You will notice some words or
series of words highlighted in blue and underlined – clicking on these will provide you with a link to
additional information.

This report can also be printed on paper or to a PDF document.

Chapters and Sections

This report is divided into chapters that parcel the home into logical inspection components. Each
chapter is broken into sections that relate to a speci�c system or component of the home. You can
navigate between chapters with the click of a button on the left side margin.

Most sections will contain some descriptive information done in black font. Observation narrative,
done in colored boxes, will be included if a system or component is found to be signi�cantly de�cient
in some way or if we wish to provide helpful additional information about the system or the scope of
our inspection. If a system or component of the home was deemed to be in satisfactory or serviceable



Major Concern:

Repair:

Recommended Maintenance:

Improve:

Monitor:

Due Diligence:

Future Project:

E�ciency:

condition, there may be no narrative observation comments in that section and it may simply say
“tested,” or “inspected.”

Observation Labels

All narrative observations are colored, numbered and labeled to help you �nd, refer to, and
understand the severity of the observation. Observation colors and labels used in this report are:

Repair items that may cost signi�cant money to correct now or in the near
future, or items that require immediate attention to prevent additional damage or eliminate
safety hazards.

Repair and maintenance items noted during inspection. Please note that some
repair items can be expensive to correct such as re-�nishing hardwood �oors, but are
considered simply repair items due to their cosmetic nature.

These are repair items that should be considered "routine
home ownership items," such as servicing the furnace, cleaning the gutters or changing the air
�lters in the furnace.

Observations that are not necessarily defects, but which could be improved for
safety, e�ciency, or reliability reasons.

Items that should be watched to see if correction may be needed in the future.

Observation such as a buried oil tank that may require further investigation
to determine the severity and / or urgency of repair.

A repair that may be deferred for some time but should be on the radar for
repair or replacement in the near future.

Denotes observations that are needed to make the home more energy e�cient
as well as to bring the home up to modern insulation standards. This category typically
includes windows and insulation. Other items, such as lighting and appliances, are not
inspected for their energy status.



Completed:

Note:

Description:

Items that were initially an issue but have since been completed.

Refers to aside information and /or any comments elaborating on descriptions of
systems in the home or limitations to the home inspection.

Detailed description of various aspects of the property noted during the
inspection.

Pest Inspection

All items with the bug logo ( ) are part of a structural pest inspection. If your inspector included a
structural pest inspection as a part of the scope of your home inspection, you can distinguish pest
inspection items by this logo. You can also go to the pest inspection summary page to see a summary
of the items that are part of a pest inspection.

Summary Page

The Summary Page is designed as a bulleted overview of all the observations noted during inspection.
This helpful overview is not a substitution for reading the entire inspection report. The entire report
must be read to get a complete understanding of this inspection report as the Summary Page does not
include photographs or photo captions.

Moisture Meter Testing

Where moisture meter testing is indicated in this report aFlir was used.



Summary

Major Concerns
E-4 Electrical: No permit records or approval stickers were visible at the updated electric

panel. Electrical work done without permits is not recommended and presents risks of
concealed defects. If this panel and wiring were done recently, all new wiring should be AFCI
protected - no AFCI protection was noted. There is also amateur / non-standard and unsafe
wiring work inside the electric panel.

E-6 Electrical: No permit records or approval stickers were visible at the updated electric
panel. Inquire with the seller regarding the extent of wiring work done to the home and any
permit records or receipts. Electrical work done without permits is not recommended and
presents risks of concealed defects. If this panel and wiring were done recently, all new wiring
should be AFCI protected - no AFCI protection was noted. There is also amateur / non-standard
and unsafe wiring work inside the electric panel. Examples of observations noted during
inspection include:

P-6 Plumbing: The galvanized steel supply pipe in this home looks to be at the end of its
useful and reliable service life. Poor functional �ow and multiple corrosion and leak points
were noted. Hire a licensed plumbing contractor to further evaluate and replace this supply
pipe.

HCFV-3 Heating, Cooling, Fireplaces and Ventilation: This gas forced air furnace is old
and is past its useful design life. The average service life of natural gas and propane forced air
furnaces is 15-20 years. Funds should be reserved to replace this furnace at any time. The risk
of running a gas forced air furnace past its useful design life is that the furnace could continue
to operate with a cracked heat exchanger. This is a safety hazard that can allow products of
combustion enter the supply air to the home. Furnace heat exchangers are not visible to
inspection without expensive diagnostics, so is it di�cult to know when the furnace could be
posing a safety hazard to the occupants. Older furnaces like this are also less reliable and
subject to the need for constant repairs. It can be more cost-e�ective to simply replace these
furnaces on a 20 years schedule. Examples of speci�c observations noted and testing
procedures done during inspection include:
I recommend having this furnace serviced and the heat exchanger inspected by a quali�ed
heating contractor. Updating this furnace is recommended. If this furnace is kept in service,
budget to update at any time and install carbon monoxide alarms in the home. Standards for
CO alarms are 1 / �oor and 1 outside all sleeping areas.

CS-3 Crawl Space: Overall, numerous repairs are needed to the crawl space below this
house. I have made a series of detailed observations in the base of this report but given the
extent of repairs I recommend further evaluation of this crawl space by a licensed general
contractor as additional repairs could be needed that are latent or concealed.

CS-8 Crawl Space: Moderate water was noted in the crawl space under the kitchen and
master bathroom. There appeared to be active plumbing leaks above these areas.
Recommend having a plumber investigate leaks.



Repairs
G-1 Grounds: All trees, branches and vegetation should be pruned at least six feet away

from the building to eliminate a condition conducive to wood destroying organisms and a path
for rodent entry - see east side trees especially.

RA-3 Roof/Attic: Moss build-up was noted on the roof. This is bad for the roof covering and
decking as it can trap moisture on the roof and can inhibit drainage o� the roof. Moss removal
is recommended. Products such as Tide are not recommended as the bleach in these products
can deteriorate the shingles. Pressure washers should not be used to clean the moss as they
can damage the shingles unless the moss has been killed prior to washing. Only very low
pressure should be used to clean the roof of moss and chemicals should be used to kill the
moss prior to removal. One product people use to kill the moss is baking soda. Hire a
professional roof cleaning service to clean and service this roof to ensure proper control of
roof runo� and proper drainage o� the roof.

RA-5 Roof/Attic: Furnace vent is rusting. Needs to be painted.

RA-6 Roof/Attic: The gutters are old and rusting. They are some remaining useful life, but I
would plan of the need for repair/replacement. The logical time to updates gutters and
downspouts if after re-roo�ng.

RA-7 Roof/Attic: Stains were noted on the roof decking material when viewed from the
attic. This indicates the attic has experienced prior condensation problems during the cold
weather months. Generally, the way to prevent seasonal condensation in an attic involves a 4-
pronged approach:
1. Air seal the ceiling as is feasible to slow air migration from the interior into the attic.
2. Be sure all bath and kitchen fans in the attic are well-sealed and venting to the exterior.
3. Keep indoor relative humidity below 55% during cold-weather months
4. Make sure the roof cavity / attic spaces are correctly ventilated.
Options for handling this include:

Implement the cheapest and most obvious repairs and monitor during cold weather to
make sure the space is staying dry and take additional corrective action only if needed
Have the attic space further investigated by a mold remediation or building performance
contractor.

As this is a real estate transaction, I recommend having it further evaluated by a mold
remediation expert to get a more accurate understanding of the scope and urgency for repair.
Observations noted during inspection include:

RA-11 Roof/Attic: Condensation issues due to improper ventilation. Furnace closet has a
vent grate that opens into the attic as well. See above for more details on why this is an issue.
Observed mold on roof structure.

EG-2 Exterior/Garage: Localized siding repairs are needed to the exterior. Hire a
licensed general contractor to further evaluate and repair all damaged siding as needed.
Examples of observations noted during inspection include: Caulking and Painting needed.

EG-3 Exterior/Garage: Please note that the overhead garage door was not tested during
inspection as storage and occupant belongings were in the way of operation of the door. I
recommend removal and testing of the door to ensure safe operation.

https://getscribeware.com/blog/ive-got-mold-in-my-attic/


E-3 Electrical: Corrosion was noted on several breakers inside the main electric panel as
well as the main ground. This risks poor connections and should be further evaluated and
repaired as recommended by a licensed electrician.

E-5 Electrical: Evidence of moisture was noted inside the electric panel. This is a major
safety hazard and should be further investigated and repaired as recommended by a licensed
electrician. I noted corrosion in the panel earlier.

E-7 Electrical: The wiring to the sub-panel requires repair. The neutrals should be on a
�oating bus bar and should be separated from the equipment grounds to eliminate stray
voltage. Hire a licensed electrician to further evaluate and repair this condition.

E-8 Electrical: The GFCI protected receptacle in the kitchen to the right of the sink did not
respond to testing and may be defective - it did not trip when tested. Have this receptacle
repaired or replaced as needed.

E-9 Electrical: Circuit testing was showing open grounds at some of the electric receptacles
today. An open ground is often a case of never connecting a ground to the receptacle or
forgetting to reconnect the ground if they had occasion to disrupt it. I did see grounding
conductors in the electric panel. This house has three-wire system where I tested. Have this
further investigated and repaired as recommended by a quali�ed electrical contractor.

E-12 Electrical: Carbon monoxide alarms were found and noted during inspection, but they
have not been located adequately. The default safety standard is 1 / �oor and 1 outside of all
sleeping areas. Be sure to install and check these important safety devices regularly with the
test button to ensure they are operational.

E-14 Electrical: Modern standards recommend smoke alarms in all bedrooms, in all
hallways outside bedrooms and at least one on each �oor of the building. At the time of
inspection, every smoke and CO alarm appeared to be inoperative or disabled. Best practices
are to hardwire all alarms and have them with a battery back up.

P-5 Plumbing: The supply pipe insulation is incomplete in the crawl space. Be sure all
supply lines in unheated spaces have been adequately insulated to protect from freezing
conditions that could damage the pipes and to prevent heat loss.

HCFV-2 Heating, Cooling, Fireplaces and Ventilation: Annual servicing of the gas forced
air furnace is recommended for safe and reliable heat. I could not �nd recent service records
on the furnace. The furnace was tested during inspection and was operational. The design life
of these forced air furnaces is 15-20 years. I recommend having it serviced and keeping it on
an annual service schedule until updated. Examples of observations noted during inspection
include:

I-1 Interior: The metal framed windows in this building are older single paned windows.
They do not comply with modern standards for safety or energy e�ciency. These windows will
also be more prone to molds and condensation. Updating would be a logical improvement. In
the mean time, implement repairs as needed and desired. Examples of observations noted
during inspection include:

I-2 Interior: A cracked pane of glass was noted in master bedroom.

K-1 Kitchen: There appears to be an old sink under the operating sink below cabinet
�ooring. The drain line appears to be still connected to the old sink still. The old sink or basin is
corroded and leaking (see crawl space report)

https://getscribeware.com/blog/understanding-open-grounds-and-options-for-repair/


FB1-1 Family Bathroom: The family bath bathtub drain is slow and appears to be
obstructed. Hire a plumber to further evaluate this drain line and repair for adequate
drainage.

FB1-2 Family Bathroom: The shower diverter in the bathtub is inoperative and requires
repair to be able to have a shower.

FB1-3 Family Bathroom: I recommend additional inspection and repair of the plumbing in
the bathroom. Repairs should be performed by a licensed plumbing contractor. During
inspection today I noted high moisture content between toilet and tub.

FB1-4 Family Bathroom: Low hot water �ow.

MB1-1 Master Bathroom: A slow drain was noted at the master bathroom sink indicating
that the drain may be obstructed. Repair as needed so the drain keeps up with the �xture
supply. This typically involves cleaning out the trap.

MB1-2 Master Bathroom: High moisture meter readings were taken around the master
bathroom toilet, indicating there is likely leakage and concealed water damage. It is di�cult to
determine the extent of the needed repair at this time. Repairs can be simple or more complex
depending on the moisture source and the condition of materials below the toilet. Further
investigation is required to determine an accurate scope of repair. Hire a licensed plumbing
contractor to further evaluate and repair the toilet and the �nish �oor and sub-�oor as
needed.

CS-4 Crawl Space: The plastic vapor barrier in the crawl space is not covering all of the
soils. This is important to control humidity in the crawl space and the house. Adjust or the
plastic vapor barrier in the crawl space to cover all soils.

CS-5 Crawl Space: Observed possibly old rodent droppings. Further evaluation
recommended.

CS-6 Crawl Space: No sub-�oor insulation was noted. Sub-�oors should be insulated to R-
30 or better to conserve energy. Hire an insulation specialist to evaluate and repair. Prior to
repair, use spray expanding foam to seal all gaps and holes in the sub-�oor. When insulating
be sure to implement cohesive rodent exclusion work to ensure new thermal barriers do not
get damaged.

Improves
P-11 Plumbing: Older hose bibs were noted on this building. Updating the hose bibs is

recommended. Modern hose bibs are typically "frost free," which are (arguably) more resistant
to bursting in cold weather. They also have important vacuum breakers installed which can
prevent water from your hoses backing into your water supply system. In the meantime, be
sure to winterize your hose bibs during cold weather to prevent from freezing and consider
adding a vacuum breaker to the end of the hose bib. The following video shows a vacuum
breaker. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vu_YMPPM2M

Monitors

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vu_YMPPM2M


P-9 Plumbing: This water heater is likely close to the end of its useful service life. The
average life of these water heaters is statistically 8-12 years though in practice, they can vary
widely between 8-20 years depending on water quality and maintenance schedule such as
frequency of �ushing the tank and replacing sacri�cial anodes. Budget to replace this water
heater at any time. Water was hot at the time of inspection.

CS-7 Crawl Space: Minor water seepage was noted on the foundation at the time of
inspection. No evidence was found of a past drainage problem. No repair appears needed at
this time. Monitor during heavy rains as conditions can change seasonally.

Due Diligences
RPWDO-1 Rodents, Pests and Wood Destroying Organisms: Evidence of minor rodent

entry into the crawl space was discovered. It appeared to be old, but this is di�cult to verify
during a one-time inspection. A trapping and baiting program should be implemented to
determine if these conditions are old. If rodents are trapped, additional exclusion and
prevention work is needed: prune trees o� the house, seal all openings to the exterior and
implement a plan to rodent proof the house.

P-3 Plumbing: No main water shut o� was found inside the house. There is typically a shut
o� at the meter in the street, but this can be a time-consuming and di�cult shut-o� to access
in an emergency. Inquire with the seller for the location of the main water shut as it may be
concealed behind �nishes or stored items. If no readily accessible shut o� exists, hire a
licensed plumber to further evaluate and install.

P-7 Plumbing: An evaluation of the sewer line below the ground is beyond the scope of
this inspection. Due to the age and location of the building, a sewer scope is recommended to
further evaluate the sewer line and the below ground connections between the house and the
municipal sewer line. Sewer scopes are done using video cameras and can reveal the
materials, condition and reliability of the sewer line.

Future Projects
P-2 Plumbing: The main water pipe from the street to the home appears to be done with old
galvanized steel pipe. This pipe could require updating at any time. Evaluation of this pipe is
beyond the scope of this inspection as the pipe is not visible. Keep this pipe in mind for
updating should you do any other digging in the front of the home between the house and the
water meter.

E�ciencies
RA-8 Roof/Attic: The attic insulation could be improved to modern standards, which

recommend R-49 on the �oor and R-21 on walls. R-value is the measure of resistance to heat
loss; the higher the R-value the better the insulation. During insulation repairs it is best
practices to implement any air seal-up repairs to seal air leakage. Also, be sure you have
completed any wiring or other projects that are needed in the attic. Then, hire an insulation
contractor to improve thermal barriers.



Notes
RA-2 Roof/Attic: The roof on this building is done in an older three-tab composition

shingle. These shingles are often rated as 25-30 year shingles, but in practice, as a roof
assembly, I �nd that 18-22 years is more realistic, depending on the quality of the installation,
the steepness of the roof and the exposure. This roof is roughly middle-aged and seems to be
performing well to date. No visible evidence of repairs is needed at this time.

EG-1 Exterior/Garage: The siding on the house is a wood siding system that is in generally
satisfactory condition.

E-2 Electrical: AFCI (arc fault protection) is now required on all branch circuits supplying
outlets or devices installed in residential dwelling unit kitchens, family rooms, dining rooms,
living rooms, parlors, libraries, dens, bedrooms, sunrooms, recreation rooms, closets, hallways,
laundry areas, and similar rooms and areas. The goal of this protection is to reduce risks of
electrical �res. Consult with a licensed electrician about improving circuit protection as desired.
Please note that if you add or replace receptacle outlets to the existing system, they should
comply with modern AFCI standards.

E-10 Electrical: Carbon monoxide alarms were found and noted during inspection. Be sure
to check these regularly. The standard is 1/ �oor and 1 outside all sleeping areas.

P-4 Plumbing: No main water shut o� was found inside the house. There is typically a shut
o� at the meter in the street, but this can be a time-consuming and di�cult shut-o� to access
in an emergency. Disclose the location of the main water shut for future owners as it may be
concealed behind �nishes or stored items. If no readily accessible shut o� exists, hire a
licensed plumber to further evaluate and install.

General Comments
Building Characteristics, Conditions and Limitations

Style of Home: Rambler
Type of Building : Residential Single Family (1 story), Detached Garage
Approximate Square Footage: 1239
Approximate Year of Original Construction: 1959

Unless the wiring in the building has been fully updated, this building likely has wiring
that predates the late 1980's. Branch circuit wiring installed in buildings built prior to the
late 1980s is typically rated for a maximum temperature of only 60 degrees Celsius. This
includes non-metallic sheathed (Romex) wiring, and both BX and AC metal-clad �exible
wiring. Knob and tube wiring, typically installed in homes built prior to 1950, may be
rated for even lower maximum temperatures. Newer electric �xtures including lighting
and fans typically require wiring rated for 90 degrees Celsius. Connecting newer �xtures
to older, 60-degree-rated wiring is a potential �re hazard. Repairs for such conditions
may involve replacing the last few feet of wiring to newer �xtures with new 90-degree-



rated wire, and installing a junction box to join the old and new wiring. It is beyond the
scope of this inspection to determine if any such incompatible components are installed.
Based on the age of this building, be aware that such components may be present.

In 1978, federal laws were past to prohibit use of lead and asbestos in building materials.
Manufacturers of building materials were allowed to sell existing stocks of materials that
were manufactured with lead and asbestos, so even buildings constructed as late as the
mid-1980's could possibly contain lead or asbestos. Identi�cation and testing for lead and
asbestos and other environmental testing is beyond the scope of this home inspection. If
you wish to seek additional information, I recommend contacting an environmental lab
or industrial hygienist.

Attending the Inspection: Seller and Listing Agent
Occupancy: Occupied
Animals Present: Dog present- no problem
Weather during the inspection: Clear
Approximate temperature during the inspection: Over 80[F]
Ground/Soil surface conditions: Dry
For the Purposes of This Report, the Front Door Faces: Southwest

This home was occupied at the time of the inspection. Inspection of occupied homes presents
some challenges as occupant belongings can obstruct visual inspection of and access to parts
of the building. We do our best during inspection to work around belongings to discover as
much as possible about the house without moving or damaging personal property, however,
the presence of personal items does limit the inspection.

This inspection has been prepared for the seller. Every e�ort is made on pre-listing inspections
to provide the same comprehensive inspection and report as for a buyer's inspection. If you
are a buyer and you are reading this report, I am happy to provide a complementary phone
consult about this report once I have permission from my client to discuss the report. If repairs
have been made, and re-inspection services are requested, I recommend contacting me
directly about scheduling a re-inspection of the property. Please note that if you are under
contract to purchase the house, Washington state requires that I provide a complete home
inspection and report; I am not allowed to provide a verbal consolation.

Rodents, Pests and Wood Destroying Organisms



(RPWDO-1) Due Diligence:

(G-1) Repair:

Rodents

Some signs

Evidence of minor rodent entry into the crawl space was
discovered. It appeared to be old, but this is di�cult to verify during a one-time inspection. A
trapping and baiting program should be implemented to determine if these conditions are old.
If rodents are trapped, additional exclusion and prevention work is needed: prune trees o� the
house, seal all openings to the exterior and implement a plan to rodent proof the house.

Grounds
Drainage and Lot Location

Clearance to Grade: Standard
Downspout Discharge: Above grade
Site Description: Flat

Driveways/Walkways/Flatwork

Driveway: Concrete
Walkways: Concrete
Patios: None noted

Grounds, Trees and Vegetation

All trees, branches and vegetation should be pruned at least six feet away
from the building to eliminate a condition conducive to wood destroying organisms and a path
for rodent entry - see east side trees especially.

Fences

Present

Carports and Outbuildings

Detached Garage/Shop



(RA-2) Note:

(RA-3) Repair:

Roof/Attic
Roof Materials

Method of Roof Inspection: Walked on roof
Roof Style: Gable
Flashings: Present and Visually Standard, Woven shingles at valleys of extension

Roof �ashings are used to keep a roo�ng system water proof where the roo�ng material
starts, stops, changes direction or is penetrated. During inspection, we look for standard
�ashing techniques that could be considered normal or standard in our region.
Damaged, incomplete or non-standard �ashings can be a sign of an older or less reliable
roo�ng system and may require repair. Any non-standard �ashings noted during
inspection will be reported on below if found.

Roof Covering Materials: Three-tab composition shingle
Approximate Age of Roof Covering: 20+ Years
Overlay Roof: No

The roof on this building is done in an older three-tab composition shingle.
These shingles are often rated as 25-30 year shingles, but in practice, as a roof assembly, I �nd
that 18-22 years is more realistic, depending on the quality of the installation, the steepness of
the roof and the exposure. This roof is roughly middle-aged and seems to be performing well
to date. No visible evidence of repairs is needed at this time.

Moss build-up was noted on the roof. This is bad for the roof covering and
decking as it can trap moisture on the roof and can inhibit drainage o� the roof. Moss removal

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1809-700x500.JPG


is recommended. Products such as Tide are not recommended as the bleach in these products
can deteriorate the shingles. Pressure washers should not be used to clean the moss as they
can damage the shingles unless the moss has been killed prior to washing. Only very low
pressure should be used to clean the roof of moss and chemicals should be used to kill the
moss prior to removal. One product people use to kill the moss is baking soda. Hire a
professional roof cleaning service to clean and service this roof to ensure proper control of
roof runo� and proper drainage o� the roof.

Chimneys

Present
Chimney Material: Masonry
Chimney Flue Liners: Present

 

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1808-700x500.JPG
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(RA-5) Repair:

(RA-6) Repair:

Furnace vent is rusting. Needs to be painted.

Skylights

None noted

Gutters and Downspouts

Gutter and Downspout Materials: Galvanized

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1809-700x500%20(1).JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1811-700x500%20(3).JPG


(RA-7) Repair:

The gutters are old and rusting. They are some remaining useful life, but I would plan of the
need for repair/replacement. The logical time to updates gutters and downspouts if after re-
roo�ng.

Attic Access

Walked

Roof Framing and Sheathing

Rafters: 2x8
Sheathing: Plywood

Stains were noted on the roof decking material when viewed from the attic.
This indicates the attic has experienced prior condensation problems during the cold weather
months. Generally, the way to prevent seasonal condensation in an attic involves a 4-pronged
approach:
 
1. Air seal the ceiling as is feasible to slow air migration from the interior into the attic.
2. Be sure all bath and kitchen fans in the attic are well-sealed and venting to the exterior.
3. Keep indoor relative humidity below 55% during cold-weather months
4. Make sure the roof cavity / attic spaces are correctly ventilated.
 
Options for handling this include:

Implement the cheapest and most obvious repairs and monitor during cold weather to
make sure the space is staying dry and take additional corrective action only if needed
Have the attic space further investigated by a mold remediation or building performance
contractor.

https://getscribeware.com/blog/ive-got-mold-in-my-attic/
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1810-700x500.JPG


(RA-8) E�ciency:

As this is a real estate transaction, I recommend having it further evaluated by a mold
remediation expert to get a more accurate understanding of the scope and urgency for repair.
Observations noted during inspection include:
 

Attic Insulation

Insulation Type: Cellulose Loose Fill
Approximate Insulation R-Value on Attic Floor: Improve to Modern Standard
Approximate Insulation R-Value on Attic Ceiling: Not needed
Approximate Insulation R-Value on Attic Walls: Not applicable

The attic insulation could be improved to modern standards, which
recommend R-49 on the �oor and R-21 on walls. R-value is the measure of resistance to heat
loss; the higher the R-value the better the insulation. During insulation repairs it is best
practices to implement any air seal-up repairs to seal air leakage. Also, be sure you have
completed any wiring or other projects that are needed in the attic. Then, hire an insulation
contractor to improve thermal barriers.

This diagram shows how air can move around
the can light and into the attic when the can is

not well air sealed.

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/Can%20light%20air%20bypass-700x500%20(2).jpg
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1859-700x500.JPG


Attic and Roof Cavity Ventilation

Attic Ventilation Method: So�t vents, Gable vents, Power ventilator

Attic and roof cavity ventilation is a frequently-misunderstood element of residential
construction. All roof cavities are required to have ventilation. The general default
standard is 1 to 150 of the attic area and ideally, this comes from at least 60% lower roof
cavity ventilation and 40% upper, but this is a wild over-simpli�cations of the subject. As a
good guiding principle the most important elements for healthy attic spaces, which are
traditionally insulated and ventilated are:

1. Make sure the ceiling between the living space and the attic is airtight
2. Ventilate consistently across the whole lower part of the roof cavity with low, intake

so�t venting
3. Upper roof cavity venting is less important and if over-installed can exacerbate air

migration into the attic from the living space.
4. Avoid power ventilators which can depressurize the attic and exacerbate air

migration from the house into the attic.

For more information, please see: Link

The attic has a power fan installed for attic ventilation. In general, power fans in attics are
not useful or recommended. Power fans are unlikely to prevent seasonal condensation
issues as these fans can depressurize the attic and exacerbate problems of air leakage
from the conditioned space into the attic, which is the cause of seasonal condensation
problems in the �rst place. If the fan is to be used for cooling in the summer months, it
may not help if the building is employing a cooling system inside the house as the fan can
pull conditioned air from the house into the attic and exacerbate cooling demand.

https://www.greenbuildingadvisor.com/article/lstibureks-rules-for-venting-roofs
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1858-700x500%20(1).JPG


(RA-11) Repair: Condensation issues due to improper ventilation. Furnace closet has a vent
grate that opens into the attic as well. See above for more details on why this is an issue.
Observed mold on roof structure.

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/78660481_1453327611497546_3677584894164205568_n-700x500%20(1).jpg
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1855-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1860-700x500.JPG


(EG-1) Note:

Exterior/Garage
Siding and Trim

Trim Material: Wood
Siding Material: Wood

The siding on the house is a wood siding system that is in generally
satisfactory condition.

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1842-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1864-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1856-700x500.JPG


(EG-2) Repair:

(EG-3) Repair:

Localized siding repairs are needed to the exterior. Hire a licensed
general contractor to further evaluate and repair all damaged siding as needed. Examples of
observations noted during inspection include: Caulking and Painting needed.

Eaves

Bead board

Exterior Doors

Solid core

Exterior Window Frames

Metal

Decks, Balconies and Porches

None noted

Garage

Detached
Automatic Garage Opener: Not Tested - belongings obstructing testing
Garage Door Type: Metal
Garage Slab: Concrete

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1801-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1802-700x500.JPG


(E-2) Note:

Please note that the overhead garage door was not tested during inspection as storage and
occupant belongings were in the way of operation of the door. I recommend removal and
testing of the door to ensure safe operation.

Electrical
Electric Service Permits Found

No Permits Found

Electric Service

Service Entrance: Above Ground
Meter Base Amperage: 150

Service Equipment

Service Entrance (SE) conductor Size: Aluminum, 1/0, 125 amps
Main Panel Amperage: 125 amps
Main Electric Panel Location: Entry
Panel Manufacturer: Square D

AFCI (arc fault protection) is now required on all branch circuits supplying
outlets or devices installed in residential dwelling unit kitchens, family rooms, dining rooms,
living rooms, parlors, libraries, dens, bedrooms, sunrooms, recreation rooms, closets, hallways,
laundry areas, and similar rooms and areas. The goal of this protection is to reduce risks of
electrical �res. Consult with a licensed electrician about improving circuit protection as desired.
Please note that if you add or replace receptacle outlets to the existing system, they should
comply with modern AFCI standards.



(E-3) Repair:

(E-4) Major Concern:

Corrosion was noted on several breakers inside the main electric panel as well
as the main ground. This risks poor connections and should be further evaluated and repaired
as recommended by a licensed electrician.

No permit records or approval stickers were visible at the updated
electric panel. Electrical work done without permits is not recommended and presents risks of
concealed defects. If this panel and wiring were done recently, all new wiring should be AFCI
protected - no AFCI protection was noted. There is also amateur / non-standard and unsafe
wiring work inside the electric panel.

This diagram shows modern AFCI and GFCI
requirements

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/GFCI-AFCI%20handout%20(1)-700x500%20(3).jpg
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1834-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1836-700x500.JPG


(E-5) Repair: Evidence of moisture was noted inside the electric panel. This is a major safety
hazard and should be further investigated and repaired as recommended by a licensed
electrician. I noted corrosion in the panel earlier.

Sub Panels

Service Conductor Size: Copper, #6, 50 Amps
Sub Panel Amperage: 50 amps
Sub Panel Location: Garage
Sub Panel Manufacturer: GE

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1839-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1835-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1837-700x500.JPG


(E-6) Major Concern:

(E-7) Repair:

No permit records or approval stickers were visible at the updated
electric panel. Inquire with the seller regarding the extent of wiring work done to the home
and any permit records or receipts. Electrical work done without permits is not recommended
and presents risks of concealed defects. If this panel and wiring were done recently, all new
wiring should be AFCI protected - no AFCI protection was noted. There is also amateur / non-
standard and unsafe wiring work inside the electric panel. Examples of observations noted
during inspection include:

The wiring to the sub-panel requires repair. The neutrals should be on a
�oating bus bar and should be separated from the equipment grounds to eliminate stray
voltage. Hire a licensed electrician to further evaluate and repair this condition.

Branch Wiring

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1839-700x500%20(1).JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1839-700x500%20(2).JPG


(E-8) Repair:

(E-9) Repair:

g

Wire Material: Copper
Wiring Method: Non-metallic sheathed cable

Receptacles and Fixtures

Inspection Method: Random Testing
Electric Receptacles: Three wire receptacles, Open Grounds - Three Wire System

The GFCI protected receptacle in the kitchen to the right of the sink did not
respond to testing and may be defective - it did not trip when tested. Have this receptacle
repaired or replaced as needed.

Circuit testing was showing open grounds at some of the electric receptacles
today. An open ground is often a case of never connecting a ground to the receptacle or
forgetting to reconnect the ground if they had occasion to disrupt it. I did see grounding
conductors in the electric panel. This house has three-wire system where I tested. Have this
further investigated and repaired as recommended by a quali�ed electrical contractor.

https://getscribeware.com/blog/understanding-open-grounds-and-options-for-repair/
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1824-700x500.JPG


Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarm Systems

CO Alarms Noted: Outside all Sleeping Areas On Main Floor On 2nd Floor
In Basement On 3rd Floor In Bonus Room

CO Alarms: Present, Not Enough

The installation of carbon monoxide alarms is recommended for all homes that have fuel
burning appliances such as gas or oil furnaces, gas water heaters, gas ovens and cook-
tops, gas �replaces and wood stoves. In addition, Washington State law (WAC 51-51-0315)
now requires UL 2034 approved carbon monoxide alarms in ALL homes and
condominiums being sold in Washington State. The location should be: at least one
alarm outside of all sleeping areas and one on each �oor of the house. Best practices
are to have these alarms hardwired with a battery back-up - though requirements are for
the installation to meet manufacturer's speci�cations. Carbon monoxide is a colorless,

https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Contaminants/CarbonMonoxide
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=51-51-0315
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1822-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1821-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1820-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1816-700x500.JPG


(E-10) Note:

(E-12) Repair:

(E-14) Repair:

odorless gas that can cause sickness, nausea and even death. Alarms have a useful
service life of roughly 6 years, so changing them more frequently than smoke alarms is
recommended.

Smoke Alarms Noted: On Main Floor On 2nd Floor In Basement On 3rd Floor
In All Bedrooms In Bonus Room

Smoke Alarms: Present, Not enough

During the home inspection, I try and test a representative sample of the smoke alarms
by using the test button on the alarms. This is NOT an accurate test of the sensor just a
test to see if the unit is powered. For reliability, �re marshals recommended updating
smoke alarms every 10 years and changing batters bi-annually. The latest data indicate
that we should be using photo-electric technology in our smoke alarms for improved �re
detection and to reduce problems with false alarms which can lead to disabling of this
important safety system. Unfortunately, the alarms have to be removed to determine if
they are photo-electric or ionization types. It is surprisingly complex to accurately test a
smoke alarm system and determine the reliability, age, and type of sensor technology
used, especially as many homes can have half a dozen or more alarms throughout the
house. A complete evaluation of smoke alarms is beyond the scope of this inspection. For
optimal �re safety, I recommend taking control of these important safety devices and
learning about how to service and maintain your smoke alarm system to keep the
building occupants safe. For more information, please read this link. For more
information, please read this link.

Carbon monoxide alarms were found and noted during inspection. Be sure to
check these regularly. The standard is 1/ �oor and 1 outside all sleeping areas.

Carbon monoxide alarms were found and noted during inspection, but they
have not been located adequately. The default safety standard is 1 / �oor and 1 outside of all
sleeping areas. Be sure to install and check these important safety devices regularly with the
test button to ensure they are operational.

Modern standards recommend smoke alarms in all bedrooms, in all hallways
outside bedrooms and at least one on each �oor of the building. At the time of inspection,
every smoke and CO alarm appeared to be inoperative or disabled. Best practices are to
hardwire all alarms and have them with a battery back up.

Electrical Grounding System

http://www.ashireporter.org/HomeInspection/Articles/Smoke-Alarms/14747


(P-2) Future Project:

(P-3) Due Diligence:

Present - Could Not Con�rm

During a home or property inspection, every e�ort is made to inspect the visible
components of the electrical system grounding. The grounding system is critical for safely
discharging electrical surges, especially in the case of lightning strikes. There is no way in
the context of a home inspection to verify the "e�ectiveness" of the grounding system as
much of the system is not visible and there are not practical tests one can perform in the
way we can test a furnace or a plumbing �xture. However, there are many things that can
lead me to recommend further evaluation of the grounding system by a licensed
electrical contractor and they will be documented in the observations below if
discovered.

Electrical Bonding System

Bonding Noted By Water Heater

This shows bonding connection for the water pipes at the water heater.

Plumbing
Water Service Supply

Pipe Material: Galvanized
Water Supply: Public water
Water Pressure: 50 PSI
Pressure Reducing Valve: None noted
Main Water Shut-o� Location: Not Found - House

The main water pipe from the street to the home appears to be done
with old galvanized steel pipe. This pipe could require updating at any time. Evaluation of this
pipe is beyond the scope of this inspection as the pipe is not visible. Keep this pipe in mind for
updating should you do any other digging in the front of the home between the house and the
water meter.

No main water shut o� was found inside the house. There is typically
a shut o� at the meter in the street, but this can be a time-consuming and di�cult shut-o� to
access in an emergency. Inquire with the seller for the location of the main water shut as it
may be concealed behind �nishes or stored items. If no readily accessible shut o� exists, hire a
licensed plumber to further evaluate and install.



(P-4) Note:

(P-5) Repair:

(P-6) Major Concern:

No main water shut o� was found inside the house. There is typically a shut o�
at the meter in the street, but this can be a time-consuming and di�cult shut-o� to access in
an emergency. Disclose the location of the main water shut for future owners as it may be
concealed behind �nishes or stored items. If no readily accessible shut o� exists, hire a
licensed plumber to further evaluate and install.

Distribution Pipe

Pipe Insulation: Present, Missing in Crawl Space
Supply Pipe Materials: Galvanized steel
Functional Flow: Poor (Old Pipes - Red Flag)
Circulation Pump: None Noted

Angle Stops Testing Note

The supply pipe insulation is incomplete in the crawl space. Be sure all supply
lines in unheated spaces have been adequately insulated to protect from freezing conditions
that could damage the pipes and to prevent heat loss.

The galvanized steel supply pipe in this home looks to be at the end
of its useful and reliable service life. Poor functional �ow and multiple corrosion and leak
points were noted. Hire a licensed plumbing contractor to further evaluate and replace this
supply pipe.

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1876-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1874-700x500.JPG


Waste Pipe and Discharge

Discharge Type: Public sewer

Please note that when the sewage discharge type is listed here, it is listed based on public
records and disclosure. It is always possible that the system is not as it is listed; for
example, a property could be listed as a public sewer system when in fact it is on a
private septic system. This is unlikely, but is another reason why we recommend further
evaluation of all sewage discharge systems.

Waste and Vent Pipe Materials: Cast Iron, Copper
Location of Sewer Cleanout: Not Found

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1899-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1850-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1846-700x500.JPG


(P-7) Due Diligence:

(P-9) Monitor:

An evaluation of the sewer line below the ground is beyond the scope
of this inspection. Due to the age and location of the building, a sewer scope is recommended
to further evaluate the sewer line and the below ground connections between the house and
the municipal sewer line. Sewer scopes are done using video cameras and can reveal the
materials, condition and reliability of the sewer line.

Water Heater

System Type: Tank
Manufacturer: A.O.Smith
Size: 40 gal
Age: 2003
Energy Source: Gas
Temperature Pressure Relief Value: Present - Not Tested

The temperature and pressure relief valve is arguably one of the most important safety devices
in your house. Should the thermostats fail inside your water heater, the TPRV allows excess
pressure to "blow o�," which will prevent catastrophic build up of temperature and pressure
which can make water heaters explosive. I do not test the "blow o� valve" during inspection as
there is a risk it could stick open and testing could cause the need for a repair. Manufacturers
of these relief valves recommend that these be tested annually. You need to decide for yourself
if this is the type of annual testing you wish to perform.

Straps : Present

The arrow shows how a TPRV can be tested

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/TPRV%20test-side-700x500%20(1)%20(1)%20(1).jpg


(P-11) Improve:

This water heater is likely close to the end of its useful service life. The average life of these
water heaters is statistically 8-12 years though in practice, they can vary widely between 8-20
years depending on water quality and maintenance schedule such as frequency of �ushing the
tank and replacing sacri�cial anodes. Budget to replace this water heater at any time. Water
was hot at the time of inspection.

Exterior Hose Bibs

Operating

Older hose bibs were noted on this building. Updating the hose bibs is
recommended. Modern hose bibs are typically "frost free," which are (arguably) more resistant
to bursting in cold weather. They also have important vacuum breakers installed which can
prevent water from your hoses backing into your water supply system. In the meantime, be
sure to winterize your hose bibs during cold weather to prevent from freezing and consider
adding a vacuum breaker to the end of the hose bib. The following video shows a vacuum
breaker. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vu_YMPPM2M

Laundry and Additional Plumbing
Washer

Not tested, In Detached Garage

Dryer

Not tested, In Detached Garage
Power Source: Electric
Exhaust Duct: Ducted to Exterior

Heating, Cooling, Fireplaces and Ventilation
Heating System

Energy Source: Natural gas
Heating Method: Gas forced air furnace

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vu_YMPPM2M


(HCFV-2) Repair:

(HCFV-3) Major Concern:

This house has a gas forced air furnace. A critical component to all combustion
equipment like this is the heat exchanger. This is the welded clam-shell piece of metal
inside the furnace that contains the products of combustion so that moisture, carbon
monoxide and other products of combustion do not mix with interior air and get safely
vented to the exterior. Heat exchangers on modern furnaces have an average life
expectancy of 15-20 years. Unfortunately, heat exchangers are buried inside of heating
equipment; they are not visible and speci�cally excluded from a home inspection.

Manufacturer: GE
Age: 1978
Last Service Record: None

Annual servicing of the gas forced air furnace is recommended for safe
and reliable heat. I could not �nd recent service records on the furnace. The furnace was
tested during inspection and was operational. The design life of these forced air furnaces is 15-
20 years. I recommend having it serviced and keeping it on an annual service schedule until
updated. Examples of observations noted during inspection include:

This gas forced air furnace is old and is past its useful design life.
The average service life of natural gas and propane forced air furnaces is 15-20 years. Funds
should be reserved to replace this furnace at any time. The risk of running a gas forced air
furnace past its useful design life is that the furnace could continue to operate with a cracked
heat exchanger. This is a safety hazard that can allow products of combustion enter the supply
air to the home. Furnace heat exchangers are not visible to inspection without expensive
diagnostics, so is it di�cult to know when the furnace could be posing a safety hazard to the
occupants. Older furnaces like this are also less reliable and subject to the need for constant
repairs. It can be more cost-e�ective to simply replace these furnaces on a 20 years schedule.

This shows an image of a heat exchanger.

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/image-700x500%20(2)%20(1)%20(1)%20(1)%20(1)%20(1)%20(1)%20(1)%20(1)%20(1).PNG


Examples of speci�c observations noted and testing procedures done during inspection
include:
 
 
I recommend having this furnace serviced and the heat exchanger inspected by a quali�ed
heating contractor. Updating this furnace is recommended. If this furnace is kept in service,
budget to update at any time and install carbon monoxide alarms in the home. Standards for
CO alarms are 1 / �oor and 1 outside all sleeping areas.

Air Filters

Filtration Systems: Disposable

Your heating system has disposable air �lters installed. These should be changed
quarterly or more to ensure proper air �ow at the furnace. Be sure to install the �lters
with the arrows pointing in the same direction as the air �ow in the furnace.

Heating and Cooling Distribution Systems

Heat Source in Each Room: Present, Incomplete
Distribution Method: Forced Air / Ducts

Mechanical Ventilation Systems

Bath Fan Ducting: Ductwork not visible

Determining proper ventilation to the exterior from kitchen, bath and laundry fans can be
tricky as exhaust fan ductwork is often concealed behind �nishes and fan terminations
can be all over the house from the roof to the foundation, presenting di�culties for
systematically checking every fan termination. During inspection, every e�ort is made to
verify proper terminations of fan vents to the exterior, but it is possible to miss
something here that is latent or concealed.

Kitchen Fan Ducting: Ducted to exterior

Solid Fuel Fireplaces

Fireplace Types: Masonry �rebox

The wood burning �replace has a �ue damper up inside. This is designed to keep cold air
out of the house when the �replace is not in use. Be sure to keep the �ue damper closed
during the heating season when the �replace is not in use to prevent heat loss.



Fuel Storage and Distribution
Propane Storage

None noted

Gas Meter

Present
Gas Shuto� Location: South side of structure
Gas Pipe Materials: Steel and �ex pipe

Structure and Basement
Foundation

Evidence of Seismic Protection: Not visible
Building Con�guration: Crawl space
Foundation Description: Poured concrete

 

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/image-700x500%20(1)%20(3).PNG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1814-700x500.JPG


Floor, Wall and Ceiling Framing

Wall Framing: Not visible
Wall Sheathing: Not visible
Floor Framing: Car decking and girders
Sub-Floor Material: Car decking
Ceiling Framing: 2x10

Basement

None

Basement Moisture

Not applicable

Interior
Floors and Floor Materials

Floor Materials: Carpet, Hardwood, Plastic laminate

Walls, Ceilings, Trim and Closets

Wall and Ceiling Materials: Drywall

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1901-700x500.JPG
http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1906-700x500.JPG


(I-1) Repair:

(I-2) Repair:

Wall Insulation and Air Bypass

Wall Insulation: Not Visible

Stairs and Railings

None

Interior Doors

Hollow Core

Windows

Window Glazing: Single pane
Interior Window Frame: Metal
Window Styles: Sliding, Single hung

The metal framed windows in this building are older single paned windows.
They do not comply with modern standards for safety or energy e�ciency. These windows will
also be more prone to molds and condensation. Updating would be a logical improvement. In
the mean time, implement repairs as needed and desired. Examples of observations noted
during inspection include:

A cracked pane of glass was noted in master bedroom.

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1914-700x500.JPG


(K-1) Repair:

Pests and Rodents

None noted

Kitchen
Sinks and Faucets

Tested

There appears to be an old sink under the operating sink below cabinet
�ooring. The drain line appears to be still connected to the old sink still. The old sink or basin is
corroded and leaking (see crawl space report)

Ventilation Method

Fan Ducted to Exterior

Appliances

Refrigerator: Operating
Dishwasher: None noted
Range/ Oven /Cook-tops: Electric
Disposer: None noted

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1897-700x500%20(1).JPG


(FB1-1) Repair:

(FB1-2) Repair:

General Kitchen Condition

Standard

Family Bathroom
Sinks and Cabinets

Tested

Toilet

Tested

Bathtub / Shower

Tested

The family bath bathtub drain is slow and appears to be obstructed. Hire a
plumber to further evaluate this drain line and repair for adequate drainage.

The shower diverter in the bathtub is inoperative and requires repair to be
able to have a shower.

http://reports.getscribeware.com/aaron@inspectionboss.homes/2020/08/18/jbi3uo6o/IMG_1823-700x500.JPG


(FB1-3) Repair:

(FB1-4) Repair:

(MB1-1) Repair:

I recommend additional inspection and repair of the plumbing in the
bathroom. Repairs should be performed by a licensed plumbing contractor. During inspection
today I noted high moisture content between toilet and tub.

Low hot water �ow.

Bathroom Ventilation

Type: Bath fan, Operable window

Master Bathroom
Sinks and Cabinets

Tested

A slow drain was noted at the master bathroom sink indicating that the
drain may be obstructed. Repair as needed so the drain keeps up with the �xture supply. This
typically involves cleaning out the trap.
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(MB1-2) Repair:

Toilet

Tested

High moisture meter readings were taken around the master bathroom
toilet, indicating there is likely leakage and concealed water damage. It is di�cult to determine
the extent of the needed repair at this time. Repairs can be simple or more complex
depending on the moisture source and the condition of materials below the toilet. Further
investigation is required to determine an accurate scope of repair. Hire a licensed plumbing
contractor to further evaluate and repair the toilet and the �nish �oor and sub-�oor as
needed.
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Bathtub / Shower

Tested

Bathroom Ventilation

Type: Bath fan

Crawl Space
General Crawl Space Photos

The photos provided here show representative images of this crawl space at the time of
inspection.
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(CS-3) Major Concern:

(CS-4) Repair:

(CS-5) Repair:

Crawl Space Access

Method of Inspection: Crawled

During inspection of the crawl space, every e�ort is made to inspect the entire space.
Visual inspection of crawl spaces is di�cult and limited as access is often restricted by
pipes, ducts and sub-�oor insulation as well as limited clearances.

Overall, numerous repairs are needed to the crawl space below this
house. I have made a series of detailed observations in the base of this report but given the
extent of repairs I recommend further evaluation of this crawl space by a licensed general
contractor as additional repairs could be needed that are latent or concealed.

Vapor Barrier

Vapor Barrier Material: Plastic on earth

The plastic vapor barrier in the crawl space is not covering all of the soils.
This is important to control humidity in the crawl space and the house. Adjust or the plastic
vapor barrier in the crawl space to cover all soils.

Observed possibly old rodent droppings. Further evaluation recommended.
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(CS-6) Repair:

(CS-7) Monitor:

Crawl Space Ventilation

Ventilation Method: Exterior wall vents, Screens

Posts and Footings

Standard

Insulation

Insulation Type: None noted

No sub-�oor insulation was noted. Sub-�oors should be insulated to R-30 or
better to conserve energy. Hire an insulation specialist to evaluate and repair. Prior to repair,
use spray expanding foam to seal all gaps and holes in the sub-�oor. When insulating be sure
to implement cohesive rodent exclusion work to ensure new thermal barriers do not get
damaged.

Moisture Conditions

Signi�cant water noted during inspection

Minor water seepage was noted on the foundation at the time of
inspection. No evidence was found of a past drainage problem. No repair appears needed at
this time. Monitor during heavy rains as conditions can change seasonally.
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(CS-8) Major Concern: Moderate water was noted in the crawl space under the kitchen and
master bathroom. There appeared to be active plumbing leaks above these areas.
Recommend having a plumber investigate leaks.
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Checking Out Procedure
Check Out List

Oven: O�

Lights: O� Client and Realtor Still In House Client Still in House
Realtor Still in House

Heating and Cooling: Restored to Pre-inspection temperatures

Appliances: O� / �nishing cycle
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